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Abstract—The aim of this extended abstract is to present
Campus++, a location-based publish-subscribe system for intermittently connected delay tolerant networks, exploiting IEEE
802.15.4 devices, and taking into due account the severe constraints deriving from their physical characteristics. We describe
our proposed architectural model and how we implemented our
solution in a real test-bed.
We point out that our system can be easily adapted to operate
in a fully distributed, infrastructure-less way, allowing free
communications e.g. in disaster areas or in areas in which ”usual”
communications means are either non existent or intentionally
made unavailable.

software on their PDAs or mobile phones. The PDA application allows visualizing the list of topics in the system
and the subscribed-to topics and published data-samples. The
delivery of data-samples toward subscribers is carried out by
a Delay Tolerant Network (DTN) formed by 802.15.4 devices
belonging to users, and by infrastructure nodes. The spread of
information only occurs within a limited service area, hence
CAMPUS++ allows implementing several location-based services, without necessarily resort to external localization infrastructures such as GPS, which, in addition, can not be used
indoor and could pose some privacy issues.

I. I NTRODUCTION

II. S YSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND PROTOCOL DESIGN

The small size and power consumption of IEEE 802.15.4
devices allows embedding them in GSM/UMTS U-SIM cards
and/or SD cards. The availability of such technology for data
exchange within mobile phones is very useful to complement
GSM/UMTS services, providing location-based or proximity
services, such as chat and advertisements in a commercial
center, configuration data, micro-payments, access control.
In addition, once that we have the availability of a free
communication radio link, we can enlarge the assortment of
offered services, supporting not only direct data exchanges
between two users within the 802.15.4 connectivity range, but
also communication among intermittently connected users.
This is a typical scenario of so-called Delay Tolerant Networks (DTN) [4] (we do not think to a mobile ad-hoc network
scenario, as the small range of IEEE 802.15.4 devices makes
difficult providing end-to-end paths among any two nodes).
We argue that a communication paradigm well suited to
this service environment is publish-subscribe [8]. Besides, this
paradigm can satisfies the requirements of a community of
users such as the one of a university campus, complementing
other services such as voice and Internet access.
In this paper we present a location-based publish-subscribe
system, named CAMPUS++, that enables a community of
users equipped with IEEE 802.15.4 devices (e.g., mini SD,
ZSIMs [1]) to exchange messages regarding specific “Topics“.
We call these messages data-samples; users that send datasamples regarding a topic are publishers of that topic; users
interested in receiving data-samples of a topic are subscribers
of that topic. Users exploit services by running Campus++

The Campus++ system architecture is composed of 802.15.4
mobile user devices, one or more 802.15.4 infrastructure nodes
called ”way-servers”, and one administrative server (Figure 1).
Way-servers are placed in strategic locations crossed by
users when they enter the service area. The roles of a wayserver are: i) to be the publisher of control-data; ii) to provide
mobile terminals with a loose system clock reference; iii) to
inform the administrative server about the current status of
systems parameters, such as the number of users, the number
of subscribers per-topic, etc.

Fig. 1. System architecture, composed of an administrative server, one or
more way-servers and several mobile devices

As regards the DTN routing paradigm, we choose ”Spray
and Wait”[4] because of its simplicity, which suits the characteristics of IEEE 802.15.4 devices, and because of its native
support for point to multi-point communication. Spray and
Wait works as follows: when a new data-sample is published, it

is replicated on L different nodes of the network, including the
source, and this process is called spray phase. Subscribers can
retrieve the data-sample when they are in direct radio contact
with one of these L nodes. Thus, the more the replicas in the
system, the smaller the average time between the publication
of a data-sample and its reception by subscribers. However,
as the memory that nodes made available for storing replicas
becomes full, the spray diffusion phase gets slower, because
the probability that a node can not store replicas increases. We
studied this trade-off in [6], where we derived guidelines to
determine the optimal number of replicas per topic. A simple
rule of thumb is to use the 80% of all the memory and to
share this memory among data-samples, proportionally to the
popularity of the topic the data-sample belong to; i.e. datasamples of popular topics have to be replicated more times.
We point out that ”Spray and Wait” is not a fully-fledged
protocol but only a routing scheme, thus, as we can see in
Figure 2, we designed a publish-subscribe, receiver-driven full
protocol that works as follows: a node pulls data-samples when
it either wants to retrieve subscribed-to data-samples or when it
wants to replicate data-samples. To this end, nodes periodically
emit Hello messages, which advertise the stored data-samples
and if some of them need to be replicated [4].

activates the DTN functionality (i.e. it starts participating to
the replication process). Conversely, if a node does not receive
the periodic update published on the built-in-topic, the node
declares itself as out of the service area and switches off the
DTN functionality.
Finally, to make possible the DTN routing we need a way to
establish connections between intermittently connected nodes.
Unfortunately the IEEE 802.15.4 Standard does not provide
any kind of “ad-hoc” mode but it requires one and only one
PAN coordinator for each personal area network (PAN). Given
that security support is not (yet) considered in our scenario,
and that we use unique 64bit extended addresses (i.e. MAC
addresses), we do not find any reason to follow the rule of
having a unique PAN coordinator. Thus, we force all nodes of
the system to be PAN Coordinators.

Fig. 3.

Campus++ mobile node software

III. I MPLEMENTATION OF THE SYSTEM

Fig. 2.

Example of message exchange for data-sample retrieval

Moreover, since the available memory of nodes is limited,
oldest data-samples have to be removed from the system
when new data-samples are published on the same topic. This
means that we need a way to distinguish newer data-samples
from older ones. To support data obsolescence we loosely
synchronize all devices with the clock reference provided
by way-servers and use the publishing time to set the datasample-id. A node that is replicating a data-sample marks it
as ”removable“ if the node sees a neighbor node with a newer
data-sample of the same topic. Removable data-samples will
be indeed removed from nodes’ memory if space is needed
for new data-samples, so that the system memory is efficiently
used.
Time reference and other data control information are
periodically distributed in the network by using the same
publish-subscribe mechanism. To this end we define a special
topic called “built-in topic”, whose publishers are only the
way-servers and whose subscribers are all user nodes. Builtin topic data-samples are replicated in an epidemic manner
on all the nodes of the network. When a node periodically
receives the control updates published on the built-in-topic,
the node sets itself as being inside the service area and

We implemented the DTN and publish-subscribe functionality on the TI CC2430 System on Chip (SoC)[5], which is an
IEEE 802.15.4-capable device shipped with 128 KB of flash
memory and 8KB of RAM. We have chosen to implement
our system inside the firmware chip so as to use the same
code for different nodes of the Campus++ architecture (wayserver, user nodes, other nodes based on CC2430), which
could have different OSs (e.g., Windows Mobile, Android),
or could be stand-alone nodes not necessarily embedded in
other devices. For instance, in the case of mobile phones this
chip is embedded in the ZSIM [1]; in the case of PDAs this
chip is embedded in a SD card (ZSD), and in the case of
way-servers this chip is a stand-alone node.
Figure 3 outlines the software architecture of a Campus++
mobile node. Campus++ services are provided to users through
a Windows Mobile application, which interacts with the TI
CC2430 firmware by means of a publish/subscribe API. The
publish/subscribe API sends/receives to/from the firmware
serialized data-units that are deserialized/serialized by a wrapper. Finally, the wrapper exchanges data with the Campus++
core firmware, that implements DTN and publish-subscribe
functionality.
Figure 4 shows the core firmware architecture. Campus++
protocols rely upon the Texas Instrument implementation of
the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC (TI-MAC) and use IPv6 as network
layer. To transport IPv6 datagrams within the small 802.15.4

PDU, we use the 6loWPAN adaptation layer [7]; this is
documented in our previous work [2]. On top of the transport protocol (UDP in our case), we develop the Campus++
protocol, which is composed of three modules: i) Campus++
process event, which implements the state machine of the
protocol and the main Campus++ features; ii) Data Sample
Memory, which handles the memory where the replicas of
data samples spread by the Spray and Wait DTN routing algorithm are stored; iii) Time Reference Management, which is
responsible for the time reference synchronization, necessary
for properly handling data obsolescence. The total code-size
of the firmware is about 60 KB.

Fig. 4.

Campus++ core firmware architecture

IV. D ESCRIPTION OF THE IMPLEMENTED D EMO

subscribe and un-subscribe to some of the available topics in
the system, to publish new data-sample, to be notified when
new data-samples of a subscribed topic are retrieved, and to
visualize all the retrieved data-samples (Figure 6).
Data-samples retrieval can be performed for two different
reasons: i) to provide users with data-samples of topics they
are interested in, or ii) for replication purposes, independently
of the user subscription status, and taking into account only
the available memory. In the latter case, data-samples are
not passed to the user application running in the PDA but
are temporarily stored on the SD plugged in that PDA and
equipped with CC2430, until a newer retrieved data-sample
will take its place.

Fig. 6.

Screen-shots of the Campus++ Windows Mobile application.

V. C ONCLUSION
In this demo we show a system that provides location-based
publish-subscribe services by exploiting a DTN networking
paradigm and 802.15.4 technology. We believe that such
an approach could be integrated in opportunistic community
tools, e.g. [9] [10], so as to extend their functionality in terms
of multi-hop connectivity, avoiding the need to explicitly send
user location to other nodes.
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enabled SD cards.
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